XXIV
 ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND
The Elizabethans would not have understood the modern method of dividing
history into "periods," and confining each "expert" within some given limits,—
outside which dates he is not expected to delight in study or welcome information.
Such restrictions are especially unsuited to an age when the same temper which urged
men forth into unchartered seas stimulated them also to a boundless interest in
matters of spirit and intellect. Time-limits did not exist for them;
"Angels first fell from God.
Man was the next that felL
Both being made by God for Heaven,
Have for themselves made Hell"1
They wrote of Adam and Eve as if the expulsion from Paradise had not been
very long ago; and speculated whether our first parents began their sojourn upon
earth in summer or in winter. The human race still craved for its lost Paradise;
and though the ballad " Hierusalem my happie home " is believed to have been
written by a Catholic recusant in Lancashire, it was elsewhere headed " The
Queristers song of yorfy in praise of heaven," and was as popular among Protestants
as among Catholics.3 To a "happie home" in Heaven all mortals hoped to come
in the end, Meanwhile they differed openly upon definite issues, ana were ready
to send each other to the scaffold for a principle or an idea.
In my "Elizabethan England" the temper of the i6th century should not be
difficult to understand, now that the dead are at last shown on their own merits or
demerits, and not by any adaptation of their deeds and words to suit some political
or literary fashion of the passing moment.
That an English, Irish or Scotsman, a Spaniard, an Italian, a Portuguese, u
Frenchman, a Netherlander, a German, and a " Moresco '* are not exactly the same,
nobody would then have disputed. But, to borrow an Elizabethan simile, even
as many notes of music are combined in one " concentn to create sweet melodies,
so the inherited variety between man and man, nation and nation, might yet make
a vast harmonious orchestra. Not by ignoring differences but by accepting them,
not by obliterating individuality but by understanding it, will the Millennium be
brought nearer. And so, to every nation, this History is addressed;
neither "idealising" the past nor depreciating it, but endeavouring to present it
direct from the evidence, without fear or favour."
E. M. TEN1SQN,
London, 9th July, 1936.
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